Forging Ahead With ALUMINUM

Maxion Wheels is the world’s largest wheel manufacturer, with unparalleled global experience, capabilities and resources, resulting in more than 100 years of industry leadership.

Maxion Wheels provides the widest range of industry-leading commercial vehicle wheels.

Weight, performance, price and warranty make Maxion Wheels aluminum wheels the best value in the industry.

Fleets now have more choices, and a high-value alternative to other aluminum commercial wheel sources.

Maxion Wheels is committed to its leadership role in commercial wheels innovation… and it shows.
Forged Aluminum Commercial Wheels

Maxion Wheels has expanded its commercial vehicle wheel selection with forged aluminum wheels. All wheels are hub-piloted, with standardized rim valves for fleet consistency.

### Design Standards

Interchangeable and compatible with current market offerings.

- **Material** – AA 6061-T6
- **Rim contour** – T&RA
- **Radial and rotary fatigue** – SAE J267
- **Mounting configuration** – SAE J694 / ISO 4107
- **Drum brake clearance profile** – SAE J1865
- **Markings** – FMVSS 571.120

### 5 Year Warranty

This limited warranty applies to aluminum single and wide-base tubeless disc wheels sold by Maxion Wheels for use in on-highway, medium- and heavy-duty original equipment applications.

For a period of five (5) years from the date of manufacture as stamped on the wheel, Maxion Wheels warrants to the original purchaser (or to an end-user who purchases directly from an original purchaser) that it will replace any single or wide-base tubeless disc wheel which has become unserviceable in normal use due to functional defects in workmanship or materials.

Unless otherwise specified, Maxion Wheels’ obligation under this warranty is limited to repair or replacement of any product shown to be defective within the applicable provisions of this warranty (upon inspection, if necessary, of failed parts, associated vehicles or maintenance records). Replacement parts will be shipped FOB Maxion Wheels.

Upon request, products subject to a warranty claim shall be returned to the place of manufacture or to an authorized Maxion Wheels representative, with shipping charges pre-paid.

**THIS LIMITED WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, APPLICATION OR USE. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL MAXION WHEELS’ LIABILITY EXCEED THE ORIGINAL PRICE OF THE PRODUCT, NOR SHALL MAXION WHEELS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.**

---

**Part # | Size | Finish | Wheel Offset | Disc Thickness | Weight | Hand Holes | Max. Load Rating | Max. Inflation | Rim Valve**
---
**MW 30300BP3** | 22.5 x 8.25 | Bright Polished (Both Sides) | 6.60” | 22mm | 45 lbs. | 10 | 7,400 lbs. | 130 psi | TR-554D
**MW 30400BP NEW!** | 24.5 x 8.25 | Bright Polished | 6.60” | 22mm | 48 lbs. | 10 | 7,400 lbs. | 130 psi | TR-554D

---
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